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Monthly Status Report
Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

April 2004

K. Nordsieck

Optics 

• Optomechanical progress (Pilot Group / Alan Schier):
- 8 of the 9 collimator elements (all but the last element in the triplet) have been bonded into

their cells.  After consultation with Gerard Pardeilhan and David Hilyard of Lick, both of
whom have worked with NaCl, we decided to go ahead and bond the NaCl element as is. 
The "ding" put in the element has not expanded in the last month, is completely buried in
the element, not near the clear aperture, and the risk of attempting to grind it out is
judged to be higher than the risk that the crack will propagate.  We expect to have the
collimator aligned by May 14.

-There is substantial progress on the beam splitter frame design  The FEA indicates
maximum stresses of about 300 psi.  Work now centers on the details of assembling the
system, which is complicated by  the combination of alignment tolerances and available
mounting space.  We presently believe we have a feasible fabrication and assembly
procedure, and will be testing several of the techniques.

- 2 of the 8 remaining camera elements have been bonded.into their cells

• Shipped waveplate blanks and clear filter to OptoSigma for coating.

• Finalized longslit design.  Beginning fabrication for polishing test.

• Beamsplitter progress (Vinod Vats / Karl Lambrecht)  
- KLC has received a price quote from Spectrum Thin Films for AR coating of the calcite

elements; still awaiting one from OptoSigma. 
- KLC is remeasuring the beam divergence of the prism array elements and is relapping some

of them to bring them into tolerance.  Delivery is expected mid May.

• The five VPH gratings are still in fabrication. 
- The 3000 l/mm grating has been fabricated, now being measured
- EPOTEK 301-2 epoxy has been chosen for the capping epoxy, based on new UV

transmission measurements.

• Laser slitcutter:  
- Designed a holding jig for cutting the carbon fiber slitmasks.  Now in fabrication.

• Calibration/ test setup: 
- Fabricated calibration parts, lamp mounts, and autocollimation setup and checked fit.  Parts

are ready for anodizing
- Received fresnel lens and diffuser
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• Optical Assembly/ Alignment
- Tested glue technique for fold flat on a zerodur sample.  Began design of jig for final gluing

of fold flat.
- Received PFIS reference flat.  Began design of mount.

• Documentation:
- Finished Optical Integration and Testing Plan v3.0.

http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/archive/protected/pfis/3160/3160BP0001_Opt_InT_Plan_v3.pdf

- Finished Instrument Acceptance Testing Plan v2.0.
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/archive/protected/pfis/3160/3160AP0003_Accep_Test_Plan2.pdf

Mechanical  

• Structure
- The main structure has been heat treated; it was then returned to Rutgers, jigged for

machining and sent out for final machining on May 3. The schedule now is 2 weeks at
machining, 1 week for painting and then ship to Wisconsin.  The paint is in hand and the
shipping crate is being fabricated.

- The mirror structure has been welded and we anticipate delivery with the main structure.
The flexure parts have been fabricated. 

• Mechanisms:
- Slitmask: The slitmask mechanism has been anodized and rewired and is waiting for

installation on the structure.
- Waveplate: The waveplate mechanism is nearing completion of weight relieving and will

then be sent for anodizing.
- Articulation, filter and grating mechanisms: Testing has gone well and will be completed in

the next couple of days - then they will be disassembled, a few modifications made to
allow attachment of the camera cradle and then sent off for anodizing. 

- Etalon Mechanism: The first (prototype) mechanism has been assembled and flexure tests
carried out with the  etalon mass dummy. It met the flexure spec well. 

- Shutter: We are about half way through the endurance test of 12000 cycles (a guess at 1
year of operations). All has gone well and the closing times have remained constant. 

• Wave plate focus compensator holders have been fabricated.

Control 

• Controls: basic tests for shutter, grating, filter, and articulation (motor only).

• Reviewed SAAO detector control VI; we will use this until we build our own  LabVIEW
interface into the PFIS control system.

• Conducted complete audit of signals data base, schematic, and as-built  electronics.

http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/archive/protected/pfis/3160/3160BP0001_Opt_InT_Plan_v3.pdf
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/archive/protected/pfis/3160/3160AP0003_Accep_Test_Plan2.pdf
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• Started draft of Control System Maintenance Manual.

• PI Tool  
- The month of April was spent tying together all the loose ends of the Spectrum generator

GUI java code.  Time was also spent improving plotting capabilities and visual look,
implementing a basic multiple emission line option.  A code review was done.  A handful
of modifications, and code uniformities were recommended.  Implementation into a
WebStart application is still needed. 

- Work continues on the PFIS PI tool.  The Labview user interface is being evaluated and
revised mode by mode.  The "physics" document defining the equations to be used in the
Java tool has been revised, and a java implementation of the CCD part of the model is
being coded.

• Slitmask cutter software - continued development of slit mask cutter software components:
- progress on PFIS Slit Mask Tool (PSMT), implementation of the  interactive observer's tool
- continued writing of the Software Manual.
- internal software release is accessible at

   http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~harbeck/psmt/webstart.html

Management

• Schedule. Held a detailed scheduling meeting for the integration phase.  The schedule has been
completely revised based on subsystem availability and the latest alignment plan.  Some
schedule has been recovered by integrating the articulating structure (camera, focus mechanism,
grating mechanism, filter mechanism, and alignment mechanism) in parallel with the collimator
and main structure.  However, based on the continued slip of the main subsystems (structure,
collimator, detector, and mechanisms), we anticipate another slip of the PFIS Sutherland
delivery milestone, to at least 15 Dec, 2004.  We will announce this officially when these
subsystems have actually been delivered.

• Working on 2004 Quarter 1 Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph) 

• Low resolution etalon
After repairs and test, ICOS reports the ET150 etalon has an optical gap which measures
approximately 6 and 9 microns.  This is as good as they can expect.  The first etalon is expected
to leave ICOS for Rutgers on May 5.  Evaluations will begin shortly after it arrives so that filter
selections can be made by the end of May.

• The second, medium resolution etalon is within a few weeks of completion.

http://www.astro.wisc.edu/%7eharbeck/psmt/webstart.html
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Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

• Cryostat window/ Field flattener lens
The lens was sent to a South African company, Denel Optronics, where the surface on the glass
flange that surrounds the lens, and which is supposed to mate against an O-ring, was polished.
Denel found damage to this surface at the corners. The work was completed, the lens was
returned to SAAO, and it was then found to hold vacuum.   Sadly, a scratch was placed in the
front surface of the lens: 20 mm long and about 0.1 mm wide. 

• Mosaicing
The control of lapping the shims was finally attained and a final "practice run" with the electrical
samples in CCD clean room conditions was carried out. The science CCDs were then taken from
their shipping containers, installed on the cold plate, and mosaicing was undertaken. This went
relatively smoothly and the specification of flatness was met, with rotation and translation
achieved to much better than spec. The mosaiced cold plate was then installed in the cryostat and
the CCDs were found to be still working.

• CCD optimization
Control of the CCDs was optimized by selecting gain/readout speed combinations appropriate to
the scientific usage, and minimizing readout noise. This work will continue almost to the time of
shipment. 

• Software
Further software development took place to implement frame transfer readout, so-called "slot
mode" where only a few rows of the detectors are imaged and read out (for maximal sampling
rate), and video mode.   These are almost complete at the time of writing. LabVIEW code was  
exchanged between SAAO and UW to start the process of integration of the detector package
software with the main instrument control software. 

• Telescope Tests
The detector package was mounted on the 40-in telescope at Sutherland and test images of
standard stars and clusters obtained. These data will be analyzed in due course to assist in
characterizing the system performance.

• Delivery
Delivery of the detector package to UW is imminent: numerous logistical arrangements are in
progress. Fortunately, UW seems to have a suitable CryoTiger compressor and hose. This is in
the process of being checked out to ensure compatibility with the detector package CryoTiger
system.  It is now certain that detector package delivery will occur during the 2004 May Board
meeting (or later if some unforeseen serious problem crops up).
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Monitor lens assembly.
- Receive collimator, integrate with structure and start alignment.

• Mechanical
- Receive structure and begin the integration process.
- Final design of beam splitter mechanism.
- Begin design of electronics box covers and light baffles.
- Design and fabrication of last of calibration tools.

• Opto-Mechanical
- Finish design and drawings of the beamsplitter frame.
- Finish assembly of collimator optics into cells.  Align.
- Continue camera assembly.

• Control
- Start CCD interface coding.
- Finish PI tool spectrum generator.
- Continue Java coding of the PFIS PI Planning Tool.
- Finish testing of slitmask cutter software using the laser cutter.
- Code distortion correction module for slitmask cutter PI tool.

•  Fabry-Perot
- Adapt the FORTRAN software for driving/testing the SALT etalons.
- Determine the requirements for the interference filters once the etalons arrive at Rutgers.

• Detector
- Continue CCD optimization.
- Get the UW CryoTiger ready for the detector.
- receive detector at UW and begin control testing.
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